in general which aren't excluding plurality of their meanings and values.
The aspiration to reconsider past values, to develop essentially new, unclassical approach to culture brought to life many acute contradictions creating the internal tension of Russian cultural Renaissance. Not incidentally N. Berdiaev in his work "Self-knowledge" noted that Russian cultural Renaissance represented an era of emerging new souls, new sensitivity (Berdiaev, 1999, 412) . Updating the sensual attitude to the world defined activity of creative searches of a turn of centuries in the solution of the questions for self-determination necessary in connection with establishing new valuable reference points of culture (Guliuk, 2007) .
Theoretical framework.

Symbolism as a new form of world attitude
The aspiration to reconsider past values, to surrounded with words of sarcasm and hatred" (Kovskii, 1990, 24) .
Symbolism from the first days of its existence It is attracted by dark and mysterious depths of human spirit, those vague feelings which are endured somewhere outside consciousness. Its area is pure lyrics. The poet feels himself below his creation, as if he has to be sent to the power of an intuition. Of course, it doesn't mean that such works were incoherent; at the seeming disorder they keep spiritual integrity; elusiveness of moods doesn't stir deep deliberation of separate expressions" (Briusov, 1990, 50) . All aforesaid is peculiar not only for creativity of Vl. Solov'ev, but also for V. Ia. Briusov. In the letter to "the charming stranger" ("Answer") V. Ia. Briusov tries to answer the question "What is essence of symbolism?" "The poet reflects a number of images which yet haven't developed in a full picture, connecting them in a single whole, or putting them in scenes and dialogues, or simply listing them one by one. The communication given to these images, always more or less casual so it is necessary to consider them as milestones of an invisible way opened for the reader's imagination.
Therefore it is possible to call symbolism as also you inconsistently do, -"poetry of hints"... So, at new romantic school every image, each thought is in the extreme conclusions. Symbolism, on the contrary, takes their first gleam, a rudiment, it isn't defined sharply with certain outlines, and, thus, it doesn't differ from other literary schools, than they among themselves. Try to track yourself when you dream, and then express the same in the words: you receive a prototype of symbolical work and work in the spirit of the dominating school.
It results from this that not only the poetsymbolist, but also his reader should have sensitive soul and in general has delicate insight.
It is necessary to get a grasp of symbolical work; the imagination has to recreate only the planned thought of the author" (Briusov, 1990, 43) in the relations of human thought to art" (Briusov, 1990, 89) . Referring to the Reskin's theory of art with his installation on fidelity to the Nature, the author notes, modern ideas of "useful art" keep the supporters. But because of knowledge and science, according to V. Ia. Briusov, it is impossible to see in art only reflection of life, "there is no art which would repeat reality" (Briusov, 1990, 91) . However as the only argument justifying realization of useful art, V. Ia. Bryusov adopts the statement that it can serve for communication among individuals (Briusov, 1990, 92) .
The similar exception was not casual supervision of the author, in 1894 in the preface to the collection "Russian Symbolists", V. Ia. Briusov formulates the key thesis defined further nature of his understanding a new art:
"The symbolism purpose is as if to hypnotize the reader, to cause in him familiar mood with a number of the compared images" (Briusov, 1990, 35) . Thus, the attention is actualized on In V. Ia. Briusov's work "Keys of secrets" the following stage of the human thought attitude to art is exposed to criticism, characterizing by isolation from life, the isolation in itself, excluding possibility of the relation to any mercenary purposes. So the theories of "pure art" are arose (Briusov, 1990, 93) . In this case an appeal of the artist to Beauty becomes creativity dominant. Whatever significant Aristotle's ideas were and his late follower Bualo about necessity to keep the rules of harmony, V. Ia. Briusov notes:
"Art for aimless Beauty (from the capital letter) -is dead art" (Briusov, 1990, 96) . Therefore life updating generates, firstly, the possibility to refuse understanding beauty from typicalness that generates installation on reflexivity, secondly, the possibility to refuse strict forms in favor of mobility and variability of art that also opens the road to sensual moods and experiences. In this regard N. E. Musinova notes that "V. (Briusov, 1987, 41) . "Poetry hasn't other contents except soul of the person," -the author notes in the work "Iv. A. Bunin. New poems", published in 1902 (Briusov, 1990, 70) . These statements about The science knows only a ratio of the phenomena; it is only able to compare them and to match.
The science can't consider anything without the attitude towards another. The statements of science are supervision of the things and phenomena ratios" (Briusov, 1990, 96) . It is impossible to explain esthetic disorders through physiology or psychology; in this case the conducted analogies are doubtful. The genetic analysis of art carried out within a scientific evolutionism which led to the discovery made still by Schiller and supported by Spencer, that game is the creativity basis, also doesn't maintain criticism. "If any art is game, so why isn't any game art?" -V. Ia. Briusov asks a question (Briusov, 1990, 99) . Thus just as definitions of art essence as "useful" and "pure" theories are too narrow, scientific definition of art is too wide already because even such question of one-dimensional phenomena essence in science can't exist. As E. S. Tailakova notes, the world for V. Ia. BrIusov is learned, but its complexity consists in lack of simultaneous immersion in himself and in out of the world. In this conceptual contradiction also there is a V. Ia. Briusov's axiom of true plurality. Each truth is absolute, complete, comprehended and at the same time opposed to other truth (Tailakova, 2012) . More developed content of these ideas V. Ia. Briusov gives in his work "Truth. The beginnings and hints", in which the free will is considered as the predominating knowledge condition, opening, finally the importance of a self-reflection. (Briusov, 1975) . rational ways. Art is that in other spheres we call revelation. Art creation is the half-opened doors into Eternity" (Briusov, 1990, 100) 
